The ZeroNorth™ Platform
Orchestrate Software and Infrastructure Risk Management
from a Single Pane of Glass
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With ZeroNorth, organizations have a closed-loop, “discovery and remediation” process across their organization.

How It Works
The ZeroNorth platform orchestrates
and automates security testing across
the software development lifecycle.
The platform integrates with scanning
tools to provide comprehensive
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Security Operation Centers are often
overwhelmed with both responding to
incidents as well as monitoring multiple
threat feeds. ZeroNorth solves this
by offering vulnerability analytics as a
core part of the platform. The platform
continually polls the CVE Details and
NIST’s National Vulnerability Database
feeds and correlates with the target
application to provide real-time alerts
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ZeroNorth is designed for fast set-up

Once configured, administrators
can create and automate policies to
enforce scanning, scheduling and
remediation. A company’s entire
security posture and key performance
indicators can be viewed from
ZeroNorth, as well as scan results,
remediation plans, overall key metrics
and real-time correlation of aggregated
threat feeds from external sources.
If you are interested in learning more
or seeing a demo, please contact us at
secure@zeronorth.io
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